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Abstract

The low powered sensors used in modern Smartphones do not require permissions when
using low sampling rates i.e. 200Hz and below. This has made them a target for side
channel attacks. In this paper we perform a series of experiments that harvest raw data
from the low powered sensor known as the magnetometer. We start by using unsupervised
learning with the cosine metric to provide clear indications if it is possible to classify the
data into the different security events occurring at the time of capture. We then build
a model, designed to be robust in terms of the orientation of the device, to evaluate the
risk of sensitive data being correctly identified from magnetometer data despite the limited
sampling rate. Using a model trained with LSTM on the whole data set with an 80/20 split,
our results show 100% accuracy on our reverse Turing test and 67.5% on the key press test.
We also show that when analysing the captured magnetometer responses to playing sound
samples from the loudspeaker it is very difficult to infer the original sound. We extend the
work using Inductive Conformal Prediction by examining the property of uncertainty for
different confidence levels. We also show that despite a high degree of uncertainty there
is the potential to infer security properties such as the layout of a screen. To this end we
show that the number 5 in the center of a keypad occurs a disproportionately high number
of times in the prediction set (68.3%).

Keywords: Conformal Prediction, Reverse Turing Test, Mobile Security

1. Introduction

Smartphones are part of our daily lives, they allow users to conduct online transactions,
take photos and even play games. To support and enrich the user experience, sensors have
been added to enable the detection of the context of a user’s interaction with the phone. For
example, by detecting the phone’s orientation through the sensor readings, app developers
may adjust the screen to portrait or landscape for a better viewing experience; or switch the
screen off to avoid unintended touches when the phone is near the face using the proximity
sensor; or adjust the screen brightness using the ambient light sensor.

However, despite being widely used in many mobile apps, these low powered sensors
do not require any permissions from the user and are potential targets for side channel
attacks. Malicious actors can design apps that harvest the sensor readings to infer the
user’s activities. Detecting such malicious use is a difficult task for Machine Learning and
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often results in many unwanted false positives. Therefore, in this paper, we implement a
combination of unsupervised learning, deep learning and Conformal Prediction to detect
potentially sensitive information being leaked via the magnetometer. We assess the validity
and accuracy of our algorithm in three different real-world scenarios as follows:

• Detecting if a phone has been deliberately cut off from external signals (Reverse Turing
test).

• Eavesdropping onscreen typing by inference.

• Examining possible leakage of sensitive information from the phone’s loudspeaker.

1.1. Paper’s contributions

This work makes the following contributions:

• Demonstrates that the magnetometer on a smartphone is sensitive enough to allow
the construction of a reverse Turing test that can be used as a trigger for offensive
and defensive security actions.

• Introduces the use of a confidence measure to aid in identifying and comparing po-
tential leaks of sensitive information from low powered sensors.

• Uses unsupervised learning techniques to visualise the noisy magnetometer data to
highlight the potential risk of sensitive information being leaked.

1.2. Structure of the paper

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of relevant
work in this field. Section 3 provides the motivation for this work. Section 4 describes the
methodology for obtaining the data from our apps. Section 5 analyses and discusses the
results from the models created. Section 6 concludes our work and discusses future work.

2. Related work

It is possible for a malicious actor to circumvent the security policy of a smartphone by
inferring sensitive information using low powered sensors such as accelerometers. Nguyen
et al. demonstrated this by using magnetometer and accelerometer traces to track the
movement of a target’s smartphone (Nguyen et al., 2019, 2017). It was also demonstrated
that JavaScript and a locally installed app could, with only 100 sensor samples, infer the
device factory calibration and allow fingerprinting of a device across multiple platforms
(Zhang et al., 2019; Amerini et al., 2017).

Keystroke inference is the process of identifying the keystrokes that have been made by
an unsuspecting user. In a machine learning context this involves the process of capturing
many samples and preprocessing the data into a format that is used to build a model. When
a user enters information on the phone screen an eavesdropper uses keystroke inference by
capturing the sensor readings, performing the relevant sensor preprocessing and using the
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model to classify which keystroke has most likely been made (Javed et al., 2020; Giuffrida
et al., 2014).

Eavesdropping without the use of a machine learning model has been achieved in MagEar
(Bulusu et al., 2022), where the author designed a custom device that captures magnetic
signals using a custom coil with a high enough sensitivity to detect the changes produced by
a transducer in the victim’s headphones. The captured and processed magnetic signals can
be listened to and placed into speech recognition software with a high degree of accuracy.
Our research differs because we are limited to the use of the onboard sensors that are
available as part of a typical smartphone. These do not possess the sensitivity to achieve
comparable results yet.

An empirical study to fingerprint publicly available malware analysis services was con-
ducted in (Botas et al., 2018). Samples were sent to each platform and artifacts such as
the version of the operating system and the MAC address were retrieved. As many of these
values were shown to be common or the same on various analysis platforms, the authors
showed it is possible to fingerprint analysis environments using these values. A method
was proposed to prevent fingerprinting by generating a random value for each of the ar-
tifacts which was then fixed and returned to the querying sample. This differs from our
work which is focused on the mobile operating system Android and more specifically the
returned values from sensors. This work was extended in Choudhury et al. (2022) where an
attack was proposed that would defeat the random artifacts framework if applied to sensor
readings produced by mobile devices.

In the paper ‘Tap Wave Rub’ (Shrestha et al., 2015) the authors produced a Reverse
Turing test based around the sensor readings recorded when the user was prompted to
perform a sequence of uncommon gestures to ensure that near field communications (NFC)
were correctly triggered by the human user and not by malicious software installed on the
device. This work has the benefit of being able to detect an attack in real time and not
posteriori. In 2019 TrendMicro analysed two apps namely Batterysavermobi and Currency
Convertor which both use a threshold of the accelerometer value as a means to detect if the
malicious app is under investigation (Sun, 2019).

3. Background of sensor security on Android

In this section we provide an overview of the background of sensor processing on Android
and potential security implications.

3.1. Low powered sensors access on Android

Low-powered sensors are energy efficient sensors designed to be used to collect information
that can be processed in a running app to improve the end user experience or add additional
features. The information produced by these sensors is not considered to be sensitive and
therefore app developers do not require permissions to gain access to this information. Some
examples of low-powered sensors that may be contained in a modern smartphone are:

• Accelerometer: measures the acceleration of the device in three axes and the phone’s
tilt.

• Gyroscope: measures angular velocity and the orientation of the phone.
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• Proximity sensor: detects the presence of nearby objects without physical contact.

• Ambient light sensor: measures the amount of light in the surrounding environment

• Magnetometer: measures the direction and strength of a magnetic field in three axes.

The Android documentation team have published on their website (Android Developers,
2023) that by using the permissions model in the recommended way the following security
objectives should be fulfilled:

• Control - a user retains control over any data shared with other applications.

• Transparency - a user understands what data an app is using and why.

• Data minimization - the data used is required for a specific task or invoked action.

Permissions are further divided into run time and install time. Run time permissions
are where more dangerous permissions such as access to the microphone and camera are
acquired with the user being prompted when they are needed. Install time permissions are
declared in a manifest file and are for access to non sensitive resources such as the ability
to access the internet.

3.2. The reverse Turing test

The Turing test was named after Alan Turing and involves an interrogator querying a
subject to determine if it is a computer or a human. Conversely a reverse Turing test is a
computer program trying to determine if it is interacting with a human operator.

In the case of evasive malware, the program is trying to determine if inputs provided by
a device are from a human operator or are inputs provided by a malware analysis platform.
Malware can perform the test by observing real-time interactions between a human user
and a device for example by prompting the user to perform a task such as clicking a button
and looking at accumulated wear and tear that occurs through usage of a live system. A
real world example of a positive use of a reverse Turing test is CAPTCHA (Completely
Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart). This is used to
challenge a user for a response that only a human can perform.

In this research an experiment is designed to test if a phone has had its signal deliberately
blocked thereby disabling the ability of the device to communicate. There are situations
where this might be desirable such as an investigator trying to prevent evidence from being
tampered with remotely or a journalist trying to ensure that their phone’s location is not
broadcast when they are meeting a vulnerable source. This is a reverse Turing test because
a program on the device is trying to ascertain if the sensor data is from a phone that is
still in the possession of its user. In this context the test can be used to trigger routines
on a device such as starting to record using the microphone or storing the last known GPS
location. In order to investigate if this reverse Turing test is possible we built a computer
model to classify if the sensor data being generated from a phone is from a handset that is
either placed inside a signal blocking bag or outside.
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3.3. Threat model

We assume that the data gathering app is installed on the target device, allowing it to gather
readings directly from the device’s sensors. This is considered a reasonable assumption as
the use of low powered sensors is ubiquitous and does not need permissions unless the app
requires a higher sampling rate than 200Hz (Google, 2022).

4. Detecting information leaks from a magnetometer

In this section we present our proposal on the use of unsupervised learning and the appli-
cation of Inductive Conformal Prediction to detect information leakage on smartphones.

4.1. Processing magnetometer readings

The magnetometer is a low powered sensor designed to measure the magnetic field strength
around a mobile device. Examples of its use include compasses and tracking direction that
the device is facing / travelling in.

Magnetometers consist of three sensors, one for each axis of the phone, and work by de-
tecting the strength of the magnetic field along each axis(see Figure 1). These readings are
dependent on the orientation of the sensor and therefore must be processed or alternatively
must be taken with the phone in a specific position. Some mobile devices contain uncali-
brated and calibrated sensors. Because every sensor will return slightly different readings
due to variations in the hardware, sensors are calibrated to try to remove any potential bias
that may hinder performance. The sensors used in the test devices were calibrated.

Figure 1: A diagram of the axes (Google, 2022).

Formally raw data consists of i time sequence of tuples:

(ti, xi, yi, zi), i = 1, ..., N

where ti is the date/time of the sensor event, and xi, yi, zi are the values returned from
the sensor at the corresponding axis and N is the number of times the sensor event has
occurred as defined by the onSensorChanged() method being called.
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When capturing the data, to allow for independence of orientation, the total magnetic
flux density is calculated using the following formula:

tmi =
√

(x2i + y2i + z2i ) (1)

Although this process aids with producing a robust model there is the potential issue
that extremely small starting values will become smaller decreasing the signal to noise ratio,
therefore making it harder to classify the captured event.

4.2. Unsupervised learning: visualising the collected sensor readings

In this research we use the dimensionality reduction algorithms UMAP (Uniform Manifold
Approximation and Projection) and t-SNE (t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding).
Both algorithms attempt to preserve the global structure of the data whilst reducing the
dimensionality. We are specifically using these algorithms for their ability to group similar
data points together into clusters in a 2 and 3-dimensional space. In particular UMAP was
chosen to reduce the computational complexity and time taken to produce the graph.

4.2.1. Cosine similarity

In conjunction with UMAP the cosine similarity metric was chosen because magnetic field
strength is affected by a high degree of background noise, potentially leading to irrelevant
features.

As cosine similarity considers the angle between the vectors being compared and not
their respective size we believed that it would perform better in the presence of background
noise such as the Earth’s magnetic field.

Mathematically the cosine similarity (Manning et al., 2008) between two vectors a and
b is calculated as follows:

Cosine similarity(a,b) =
a · b

||a||||b||
(2)

Here, a · b is the dot product between the two vectors and ||a|| and ||b|| are the norms
(magnitudes) of each vector. The cosine similarity measures the cosine of the angle between
the two vectors and is a value between -1 and 1 where 1 means the two vectors are identical,
0 means they are orthogonal and -1 means they are opposite.

4.3. Inductive Conformal Prediction for data leakage detection

Conformal Prediction (Vovk et al., 2005) has value in fields where errors in prediction can
lead to unknown or high consequences such as in medicine, where it can be used to aid
doctors in their disease diagnosis. By examining confidence intervals a doctor can gain
insight into the level of uncertainty there is in a model’s prediction. Conformal prediction
has been used in a security context to provide confidence in malware classification as an aid
to existing signature and heuristic based malware detection platforms so that an analyst
has a statistically sound measure of how likely an Android application is to be malicious
Georgiou et al. (2016).
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In this paper Inductive Conformal Prediction (ICP) is used to provide the concept of
confidence levels in the model’s predictions (Vovk et al., 2005; Vovk, 2012). Inductive
Conformal Prediction has been used in our research because the underlying model does not
need to be retrained for every new test sample. This makes it useful for any model that is
expensive to train.

Prediction consists of two main steps: calibration and prediction. Given a training
data set of n samples {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} where xi is a feature vector and yi is the
corresponding label. Sample, xi represents a sensor reading from a magnetometer and yi
is the sensitive information being generated for the experiment. For a new input xn+1, we
aim to predict the label ŷn+1 at a certain confidence level.

The training set is spilt appropriately into a proper training set {(x1, y1), . . . , (xk, yk)}
of size k and a calibration set {(xk+1, yk+1), . . . , (xn, yn)} of size n−k. The proper training
set is used to build a model.

For each candidate label, yc for the new input xn+1, compute the conformity score αi,
for each sample in the calibration set and αc

n+1 for the new input:

αi = A({(xk+1, yk+1), . . . , (xi−1, yi−1), (xi+1, yi+1), . . . , (xn, yn), (xn+1, y
c)}, (xi, yi)),

i = k + 1, . . . , n
(3)

αc
n+1 = A({(xk+1, yk+1), . . . , (xn, yn)}, (xn+1, y

c)) (4)

where A is a conformity measure typically defined using an underlying algorithm trained
on the proper training set, a function that quantifies the conformity of an example given a
bag of other examples in the calibration set and (xn+1, y

c).
Based on those conformity scores, the p-value for each candidate label yc is calculated:

p(yc) =
|{i = k + 1, ..., n : αi ≤ αc

n+1}|+ 1

n− k + 1
(5)

Finally, the prediction set for the new input xn+1 can be constructed for a specified
confidence level 1− ϵ:

Γ1−ϵ(xn+1) = {yc : p(yc) > ϵ} (6)

Note that the prediction set Γ1−ϵ may contain the empty set, a single label or multiple
labels.

4.3.1. Design

The underlying model used was Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). This model was chosen
because it is relatively efficient to train and delivered consistent results with regard to
accuracy and it is designed to handle sequences. The design of LSTM allows it to remember
key features across multiple time steps. This architecture is also designed to help overcome
the problem of vanishing gradients which, due to the length of the data sequence (over 500
time steps), is an issue. Transformers were also implemented, however we found that there
was a large increase in execution time and the increase in accuracy for our data sets was
negligible. The Random Forest algorithm was also implemented but we found that it was
inconsistent with respect to accuracy across multiple executions .
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5. Empirical results

Following the outline of the principals behind our methodology, this paper continues by
displaying the visualisations from the unsupervised learning techniques used and analysing
the results gathered against the data collected.

5.1. Experiment scenarios

In this section we describe the details of a series of experiments using Android sensors. The
goal is to see if sensitive information can be inferred from the readings obtained from low
powered sensors specifically the magnetometer.

5.1.1. Experiment 1: Detecting if a phone has been deliberately cut off
from signal (Reverse Turing test)

In this experiment a Faraday bag was used as a signal-blocking bag. A Faraday bag is a
portable case that is lined with a conductive material that shields the internal device from
external electromagnetic signals and stops the internal device’s emissions from escaping.
The test phone was placed inside the bag and readings were taken. The phone was removed
from the bag and readings were collected from three other locations. This problem is treated
as a binary classification problem: ‘in the bag or out’ where class 0 is inside the bag and
class 1 outside.

5.1.2. Experiment 2: Inferring typing on a touchscreen

Most smartphone touchscreens are manufactured using a thin layer of a transparent con-
ductor such as indium tin oxide. They detect touch by detecting the change in capacitance
caused when a human finger (or any natural conductor) makes contact with the screen.
This change in capacitance was measured across a grid that represents the phone’s screen.
For this experiment a user pressed on a numbered keypad and the magnetometer readings
were recorded. For this experiment we focused on 3 classes namely the number keys 1, 5, 9
which are treated as classes 0,1,2 respectively.

5.1.3. Experiment 3: Examine possible leakage of sensitive information from
the internal speaker

In this experiment the loudspeaker of the phone was used to play the audio file for the
required number of captures. An app was installed on the victim’s device to capture the
changes in the sensor readings and to write the results to a file which was later retrieved
and processed. The audio files are human spoken numbers from 1 to 10, and are mapped
to the classes 0 to 9 in ascending numeric order.

5.2. Data set capture

A series of mono sounds was produced specifically for this research so they would not be
subject to copyright laws. The first set consisted of a continuous 1 kHz sine wave tone
lasting 3 seconds and a series of 1 kHz 25 ms bleeps. The tone and bleeps were chosen as
they represent extremes in audio so they would be easier to classify. These were used for
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the purpose of binary classification. The second set was a set of numbers from one to ten
recorded by a female voice. Each voice recording file was the same length and was processed
with dynamic range compression to ensure the same range of signal amplitude. This meant
that they are difficult to classify when compared to a random selection of human speech.
Numbers were chosen as they are often used to provide one time passwords as a way of
authenticating a user.

A Ulefone 9P Note with Android 10 installed was used initially to capture readings,
see Figure 2. An app was developed and loaded on this device. It was designed to start
recording sensor values and then play the sound after a set delay to allow time for the
file to buffer. This set delay also means that all experiments will have a consistent delay
prior to the audio starting. The app has been developed through several iterations to
allow multiple sensitive events to be captured and multiple captures to be quickly made.
The app’s interface was also later redesigned to allow for the capture of different types of
sensitive events such as key presses by adding a keypad.

Figure 2: System used to capture and analyse data

A set of sensor events was produced such that:

TA = tasi , ..., ta
e
i , i = 1, ..., N where s is the start of the capture and e is the end and i

is the place in the sequence of captured sensor readings.

These captures consist of the tuples: (TA,Li) where Li is the label of the sensitive event
occurring during TA.

Structure of the captured data sets For scenario #1 our collected data set consisted
of 2,000 captures between two classes, for scenario #2 our data set consisted of 600 captures
spread between 3 classes and finally scenario #3 had 10,000 captures spread between 10
classes. In all cases the class distribution was uniform.

Processing of the data was performed using the Scikit-learn package (Pedregosa et al.,
2012) and ICP was implemented based on the nonconformist API with the margin error
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function as the non conformity measure 0.5− (P̂ (yi|xn+1)−maxyc != yiP̂ (yc|xn+1)) ∗ 0.5 for
each candidate label yc for the new input xn+1 (Linusson, 2014).

5.3. Evaluation criteria

To identify the risks of a leak from raw data of a ‘sensitive’ event we created a training data
set labelled with the sensitive event and started with dimensionality reduction to highlight
any potential relationships. A base classifier was trained three times using LSTM with a
split of 80%/20% for training and test data respectively, the accuracy values were averaged
and recorded below:

• Experiment 1 accuracy 100%

• Experiment 2 accuracy 67.5%

• Experiment 3 accuracy 22.57%

Conformal Prediction was used to add the three additional measures of Emptiness,
Uncertainty and Validity for a given confidence level.

• Emptiness occurs when the conformal predictor rejects all the possible labels for
a test sample for a given confidence level. In terms of security this is a desirable
property given that the sensor data gathered should be difficult to classify as a piece
of potentially sensitive information. Emptiness gives a measure of this difficulty that
would not be present with a normal classifier which chooses the label with the highest
probability of being correct according to its model.

• Uncertainty occurs when the conformal predictor returns multiple labels for a test
sample at a given confidence level. This suggests that the model is having difficulty
differentiating between the labels. Depending on the security context, this information
can infer some details about the labels, not just that it is difficult to differentiate
between them but that the labels share a relationship. In the example of the spatial
relationship of a keypad, if you have a tight prediction region with high confidence
and samples include predictions from two labels, this may suggest that these items
are physically close to each other if the captured values are affected by their spatial
relationship.

• Validity measures the probability of the true label falling into the predicted region
with the specified level of confidence. This means that as samples are analysed, the
proportion of predictions that do not contain the correct label should not exceed the
specified significance level.

5.4. Preprocessing

To optimize the performance of the deep learning algorithm when working with a raw
sequence, the data must be processed such that tmstd ∈ R : 0 ≤ tmstd ≤ 1 where tm is the
total magnetic reading which is given by the formula (??).
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Noise in the total acceleration data is reduced and the data is scaled to meet this
requirement using the MinMax scaler algorithm:

tastd =
ta− tamin

tamax − tamin
(7)

Magnetometers are known to have a low sampling rate when compared to other sensors.
Because we were using a phone with Android version 10 we decided to check if the recently
implemented sensor update rate limit (Google (2022)) applied to a slightly older phone. We
computed the sampling rate of the sensor using the following formula on our sampling files:

The first step was to calculate how much time had elapsed during the running of multiple
files by taking the start time and end time of each file.

Average Time Elapsed (µ) =

∑N
i=1(t

end
i − tstarti )

N
(8)

In this formula, N is the number of time pairs, tstarti is the start time of the ith pair, and
tendi is the end time of the ith pair.

The second step was to calculate the number of sensor updates. Each line in each
capture file represents one sensor update.

Therefore the average number of sensor updates was found by counting how many sensor
updates were written to each file and taking an average.

Sampling rate =
average number of sensor updates

µ
(9)

During Experiment 3 the sampling frequency of the magnetometer was 200.00 Hz when
recording the playback of a series of numbers. The other experiments had very similar
sampling rates, with Experiment 1 having a rate of 199.41 Hz and Experiment 3 200.51 Hz.
We can therefore conclude that the sampling rate limit has been implemented on our test
phone. These sampling frequencies are much lower than those used in audio sources that
are commonly encountered in day to day life. An example is ‘telephone audio’ which has a
bandwidth of 4khz and a sampling frequency of 8 kHz (Rabiner and Schafer, 2007).

5.5. Visualisations

In this section we explore the first method of looking at possible information leakage by using
dimensionality reduction algorithms on the data and looking for clusters that correspond
to the classes.

In Figure 3(a) we see a tight grouping with clear separation of both the classes which
suggests that the cosine metric is working well for this data set. It also suggests that it
should be possible for a classifier to work well. We also produced a t-SNE plot with default
settings for comparison but there was not a clear separation. We believe this was due to
the choice of metric.

In Figures 3(b) and 3(c) although there is clustering there is no clear separation of
the classes which could indicate that the conformal predictor will show a higher degree of
uncertainty.
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(a) Experiment 1: Reverse Turing test. (b) Experiment 2: keypad usage.

(c) Experiment 3: internal speaker playback
of numbers.

Figure 3: Dimensionality reduction of magnetometer changes.

5.5.1. Analysis of calibration curves

As previously stated, the significance level is the maximum level / proportion of incorrect
predictions allowed by the conformal predictor. In Figure 4(a) the curve follows the ideal
y = x line showing that the model is well calibrated. The dashed line on all of the figures
shows the average set size vs the significance level. This shows that as the significance
level increases the average number of predictions decreases (in binary classification each
prediction set size can be either 0, 1 or 2) which is as expected.
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In Experiments 2 and 3 the calibration curve Figures 4(b) and 4(c) follows the ideal
y = x line. As with Experiment 1 it shows that the model has been calibrated correctly.

(a) Experiment #1. (b) Experiment #2.

(c) Experiment #3.

Figure 4: Example Calibration curve of the 3 experiments with ICP.

5.5.2. Performance analysis with Inductive Conformal Prediction and the
security implications

In this section we look at the performance of ICP on the data sets produced by our exper-
iments. ICP performance results across experiments at the confidence level of 95%, 90%
and 85% are shown in Tables 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c). These results present the average of three
repeated experiments. The training data was further split from the standard 80/20 split for
the LSTM model down to 48/32/20 for the training, calibration and test sets respectively.

Experiment 1 performs well as expected given the clear separation of the classes in
Figure 3(a). This is reflected in the fact that in the test set there is zero uncertainty. We
believe the reason for this clear separation is the high concentration of magnetic materials
designed to deflect signals in a Faraday bag. In a security context this is undesirable as
apps could be designed to detect this change in circumstance and then trigger an event
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such as turning on a secondary tracking mechanism for example recording accelerometer
movements or the output of the microphone. A real world example is Chelsea Manning who
was convicted of violations of the espionage act asked visitors to place their phones inside
a disused microwave which acted as a Faraday cage to prevent eavesdropping on interviews
after her release Shaer (2017).

In Experiment 2 there is relatively high accuracy as shown in the tables, however the
uncertainty is high which shows that the model is finding it difficult to differentiate between
classes. Uncertainty in this context could be used to show that the keys are relatively close
together.

In Experiment 3, classifying the magnetic field changes caused by the internal speaker
proved to be very challenging. We believe the low level of accuracy is in part due to the use
of sounds which are the same volume and the same length which is not typical of spoken
language. Also we believe that the position of the sensor relative to the speaker is a factor.
The conformal predictor also confirms that the classifier is having difficulty distinguishing
between classes with the value of uncertainty at over 88 percent.

Table 1: ICP performance across experiments at different confidence levels.

(a) 95% confidence level.

Experiment Uncertainty Emptiness Error rate

Experiment 1 Reverse Turing test 0% 5.0% 5.0%

Experiment 2 Keypad presses 64.17% 0% 6.67%

Experiment 3 Internal speaker 88.90% 0% 4.36%

(b) 90% confidence level.

Experiment Uncertainty Emptiness Error rate

Experiment 1 Reverse Turing test 0% 9.25% 9.25%

Experiment 2 Keypad presses 55.83% 0% 10.83%

Experiment 3 Internal speaker 88.90% 0% 8.60%

(c) 85% confidence level.

Experiment Uncertainty Emptiness Error rate

Experiment 1 Reverse Turing test 0% 15.50% 15.50%

Experiment 2 Keypad presses 49.17% 0% 15.83%

Experiment 3 Internal speaker 88.90% 0% 12.97%

Information leakage via Uncertainty It maybe possible to infer a keyboard layout
using the property of uncertainty. We demonstrate this is a potential attack against high
security entities that randomise their keyboard layout for the entry of security codes (such
as one time pass codes) by making use of data captured when pressing numbers on a keypad
layout such as Figure 5.
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The number 5 is in the center of the keypad which means that if there is a relationship
between spatial layout of the keypad and uncertainty, then the number 5 should feature
heavily in the prediction intervals from the conformal predictor. We tested this theory and
found that at a confidence level of 85 percent the number 5 returned true 68.33 percent of
the time.

Figure 5: Ulephone keypad.

6. Conclusion and further work

We have presented a novel approach to detecting the information leaks via a magnetometer
using raw data and confidence algorithms from Conformal Prediction. We have shown
that because the magnetometer has an extremely low sampling rate (0.025 percent of the
sampling rate used for telephone audio), it presents a challenge when trying to distinguish
between information that requires high fidelity such as classifying different audio played
through the internal speaker. We identified other challenging characteristics which are
specific to the magnetometer such as the high degree of background noise, and implemented
methods to decrease its impact. To that end we made novel use of LSTM in order to work
directly with the data instead of extensive feature engineering. We hope that this approach
will allow the system to be more portable to other sensors on mobile phones.

We developed a model that can, with 100% accuracy, conduct a form of reverse Turing
test by detecting if a phone has been placed in a Faraday bag and is therefore not a live
device. We identified scenarios where a hostile actor may use this, such as identifying when
a journalist is meeting a vulnerable source.

As further work we would like to incorporate more sensors so that the models’ per-
formance can be compared and we can determine which low powered sensors present the
highest risk to sensitive information. We also intend to extend the paper to use the higher
rates of sampling available via permissions. The results can then be compared to see how
effective the sampling rate permissions are in limiting attacks.
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